Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive, age-related neurodegenerative disorder resulting in major disability and dependence that is devastating for the patient, care-givers and family. It is characterised by memory problems, executive dysfunction, dysphasia, apraxia, agnosia and visuospatial difficulties. This can lead to the emergence of behavioural disturbances such as agitation, aggression, delusions, wandering and apathy, culminating in the individual’s loss of independent living, as well as feelings of denial, confusion and fear. On average, the disease lasts for eight to 14 years, often with the last two to five years being spent in need of 24-hour home care or, ultimately, formal nursing-home care. It is thought to affect at least 15 million people worldwide. The rapidly ageing populations, both in the developed and developing worlds, mean that this number will increase, making it one of the most important public health issues of our generation.

**Treatment Response in Alzheimer’s Disease**

Ever since the licensing of cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEIs) and memantine for the treatment of AD, there has been considerable debate about their clinical relevance, despite the statistically significant clinical effectiveness benefits demonstrated in the pivotal licensing trials. It is simplistic to argue that focusing purely on improvement, this narrow view does not capture the totality of this rapidly and predictably worsening condition. The nature of the disease or syndrome of AD makes it seem unlikely that one specific treatment will provide a cure for a condition that is more akin to a metabolic syndrome.

The fact that all the current therapies are assessed on their ability to improve, rather than stabilise, what is loosely termed ‘cognition’ is an erroneous and unhelpful paradigm. What the pivotal benefit of treatment should be has to be reconsidered in the light of what we now know from our experience in the last 10 years with the ChEIs and, more recently, with memantine.
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**Assessment Tools**

The Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale – cognitive subscale (ADAS-cog) – is the tool that was used in the first successful licence application for a ChEI and has consequently been used in all pivotal trials since. The ADAS-cog assesses disparate functions of the brain (memory, language, praxis and orientation), which are coalesced into a composite score. The score is weighted by memory impairment, but has validity as a measure of change.

The currently available treatments have been judged by their ability, over a six-month trial, to improve on global function and ADLs, but primarily to improve the baseline ADAS-cog score by four points. According to Stern et al., these four points are approximately the expected mode amount of cognitive decline in a six-month period. This requirement clearly recognises that untreated patients will actually decline by that amount on this cognitive scale in six months, so no decline on the ADAS-cog would surely be enough to demonstrate a significant treatment effect in this relentlessly worsening condition. There are other...
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problems using the ADAS-cog. Due to the ‘omnibus’ sum of scores, patients with very different individual symptom severities may achieve the same global score. The scale also has some very important omissions, such as sickness behaviour (e.g. apathy and depression) and executive function (which allows the patient to translate thoughts into actions), meaning that the composite score may not be a true reflection of the individual’s functioning. The ADAS-cog relies heavily on language in its assessment, for example purely measuring verbal memory but not visuo-spatial memory. It only measures short-delay free recall, not working memory or real (20–30min) delayed free recall. The ADAS-cog is also not very sensitive to change, whether improvement or reduction in functioning.

Fortunately, other tools are now being used in research trials alongside the ADAS-cog, such as a battery of neuropsychological tests, which cover the key cognitive domains impaired in AD. These seem to be far more reflective of functioning.

Prevention of Worsening in Clinical Trials

Raskind et al. studied the effects of the ChEI rivastigmine on preventing decline in each of the domains measured in a pooled analysis of three studies.13 What they showed was that only 22% of those patients in the high dose range (6–12mg) worsened by four points on the ADAS-cog over six months compared with 36% on placebo. They also separately showed reduced levels of decline in the global assessment and in the Progressive Deterioration Scale, a measure of functional decline. This study concluded that the benefits of AD therapy should be seen in the context of the progressive deterioration of this condition and that benefit may be obtained not only from improvement, but also from stabilisation and reduced worsening of symptoms.

Analysing single domains could be criticised as it involves the risk of wrongly identifying isolated test performance fluctuation as treatment effect. A more clinically significant analysis was undertaken on a pooled analysis of six randomised controlled trials of memantine in mild to severe AD.14 In this study, a more exact definition of worsening was defined. Patients had to concurrently worsen on three key domains of AD: cognition, global assessment and function. The strength of analysing the combination of assessments lies in the use of all available information in the key domains of AD to determine whether the patient is worsening or not. In this analysis, patients were deemed to have shown marked clinical worsening if they demonstrated a worsening in the functional scale and the global assessment and had deteriorated by four points or more on ADAS-cog in the mild to moderate studies, or five points or more on Severe Impairment Battery in the moderate to severe studies.

The result of this post hoc pooled analysis showed that about twice as many placebo-treated patients (21%) showed this marked and clinically significant deterioration compared with those on memantine (11%). This is a statistically and clinically significant reduction in morbidity. This was a robust finding that was demonstrated in all the individual studies, regardless of AD severity or whether memantine was given alone or to patients already stabilised on a ChEI (see Figure 1).

Regulatory Interpretation of Outcomes – National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence

The desire to demonstrate improvements in cognition has been even more debased when considering outcomes in milder patients in whom memory alone is the predominant symptom. In this case, the cognitive assessments that are heavily weighted towards memory function are dogged by the problem of ceiling effects. In addition, other measures used, for example assessing function and behaviour impairment in patients with mild cognitive impairment, are naturally unlikely to show improvement in symptoms they do not already possess. The lack of ability to demonstrate a cost-beneficial improvement in scales designed for more serious impairments has been used as the reason for not approving the use of ChEIs in mild AD in the UK by the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE).15 This completely ignores the basic tenet of medicine that prevention is better than cure. The potential of ChEIs to prevent decline in early or mild AD has been wrongly influenced by the fact that they have been singularly unhelpful in a number of large studies in patients with minimal cognitive impairment (MCI).16 This is a condition without dementia in which impaired memory is the major complaint. This cannot be seen as evidence of the lack of efficacy in mild AD, which of course is not necessarily related (although undoubtedly some patients with MCI will be at the very early stages of AD).

The concentration on improvement from baseline rather than reduction of expected decline has been integral to the NICE decision. In reviewing their guidance on the use of these drugs, they asked the pharmaceutical companies to provide trial data on placebo and treatment responders and non-responders as defined by their previous 2001 guidance.17 A responder would be a patient who, after six months of treatment, showed an improvement or no decline in the very brief screening tool, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and an improvement in function and global assessment.18 What they also showed, using a published one-year trial of donepezil versus placebo, was that the magnitude of MMSE change was similar in both groups of ‘responders’, but that the percentages were naturally greater in the treated group (42%) than in the placebo group (34%). Those untreated patients in the placebo group who did not satisfy the responder definition did markedly worse on the MMSE than the so-called non-responders on treatment (see Figure 2). This clearly demonstrated a drug effect in all patients and indicated that those who are deteriorating on treatment will still be better off than those left untreated, even based on a narrow view of outcome like the MMSE.

This narrow view of efficacy in the condition, which expects improvement rather than reduced worsening, has led some agencies to see the ChEIs as not cost-effective. Wallin et al. have argued for the cost-effectiveness of ChEIs (in this case, tacrine) by looking at other outcomes.20 They found...
that the mortality rate did not differ between their different outcome groups, but that treated patients improved or remained stable to the extent that it prolonged the time until the need for nursing-home placement, suggesting a reduced stay in costly nursing-home care, thus indicating that ChEIs are cost-effective. This study supports that of Knopman et al., who demonstrated that patients treated with a high dose of the ChEI tacrine were less likely to need nursing-home placement compared with those receiving lower doses.21

### The Notion of Improvement and Quality of Life

Cognitive function, not just memory, is influenced by the attention and concentration deficits that are prone to fluctuate in dementia. When patients and care-givers seek treatment, they often state that while improvements in memory would be desirable, memory impairment per se is manageable, whereas the changes in behaviour and function and personality are not. Quality of life for the patient and care-giver is naturally a major concern and while cognition, or at least memory, has been an easily measurable target, it does not always reflect the entirety of the disability that dementia causes. Any treatment that can prevent that disability from worsening, with its concomitant reduction in quality of life, must be seen as clinically important. Patients with AD can achieve years of good and enjoyable quality of life if the symptoms are stabilised and, of course, the earlier this stabilisation occurs in the course of the disease the closer we can approximate the effect of a cure. To clinicians, patients and their families, preservation of critical aspects of function, or the delay in clinical decline, is as important as any early improvements in cognition. Care-givers, of course, can also be affected by the rapid decline in language, comprehension and orientation, which impacts on the patients’ ability to cope with basic daily activities such as communicating and toiletting, and those patients who retain insight can become extremely angry and frustrated as a result. Quality of life for the patient is markedly enhanced by the retention of their independence of thought, allowing the patient the ability to express their desires and the possibility that they understand when they need help and retain the insight to call for it. In more severe AD patients, even small changes in function such as poverty of speech, the inability to comprehend simple commands such as helping with dressing and feeding or the patient no longer wandering at night can have a profound effect on quality of life of both patient and care-giver. If the decline in these functions remains unabated, it will lead to the patient being isolated from their families and an increase in the amount of direct care needed.

The notion of improvement as the only relevant treatment benefit is unrealistic for many patients who progress to the moderate or severe stages of AD. It is the emergence or worsening of behaviours such as agitation, wandering, aggression and delusions that cause most distress to care-givers and are ultimately the deciding factor on whether patients can be maintained in their own home or have to be moved into residential or nursing-home care. In the absence of an improvement, stabilisation of the illness and the prevention of worsening in functional behaviours, along with the emergence or worsening of distressing behaviours, should be seen as a clinically meaningful treatment goal. There is an increasing body of evidence that the use of ChEIs or memantine offers considerable respite from the more distressing aspects of the disease in this group of patients who are most in need of treatment. For some reason, these benefits are not accepted by those who demand to see improvements from baseline in cognitive scores as the primary outcome – a hurdle uniquely created for AD and not for other similarly chronic deteriorating illnesses. We need a more realistic and holistic approach to treatment outcomes in neurodegenerative diseases, and lack of clinical worsening as a goal should be part of that. ■
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**Figure 2: Responders and Non-responders in a One-year Placebo-controlled Trial of Donepezil versus Placebo**

The Nordic trial using the responder analysis from 1st NICE guidance (TA No. 19)
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